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Abstract

We present a quantitative approach to the representation, classifi-
cation, and generation of families of 3D (three-dimensional) particular
discrete closed curves. Any 3D continuous curve can be digitalized and
represented as a 3D discrete curve. Thus, a 3D discrete curve is com-
posed of constant orthogonal straight-line segments. In order to repre-
sent 3D discrete curves, we use the orthogonal direction change chain
code. The chain elements represent the orthogonal direction changes of
the contiguous straight-line segments of the discrete curve. This chain
code only considers relative direction changes, which allows us to have
a curve descriptor invariant under translation and rotation. Also, this
curve descriptor may be starting point normalized, invariant under cod-
ing direction, and mirroring curves may be obtained with ease. Thus,
using the above-mentioned chain code it is possible to have a unique
3D-curve descriptor.

By evaluating all possible combinations of chain elements of curves
and considering some restrictions, we obtain interesting families of par-
ticular curves at different orders (different number of chain elements),
such as: open, closed, planar, angular, binary, mirror-symmetric, and
random curves. Finally, we present some examples of curve classifica-
tions, such as: multiple occurrences of any curve within another curve.
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1 Introduction

The study of the classification and generation of 3D discrete curves are im-
portant topics in the fields of computer graphics, image representation, and
computer vision. This paper deals with 3D-curve representation, classification,
and generation of different families of 3D discrete curves. With the help of pro-
cedures like this, a quantitative study of curve classification may be possible.
3D curves are represented by means of chain coding. Chain-code methods are
widely used because they preserve information and allow considerable data
reduction. Chain codes are the standard input format for numerous shape
analysis algorithms. Several shape features may be computed directly from
the chain-code representation [5]. The first approach for representing 3D digi-
tal curves using chain code was introduced by Freeman in 1974 [3]. A canonical
shape description for 3D stick bodies has been defined by Guzmán [6]. In the
content of this work, we use some concepts of the orthogonal direction change
chain code [1, 2] for representing 3D curves. The main characteristics of this
chain code are the following: it is invariant under translation, rotation, and
direction of encoding; optionally, it may be starting point normalized and mir-
roring curves may be obtained with ease; there are only five possible orthogonal
direction changes for representing any 3D curve, which produces a numerical
string of finite length over a finite alphabet, which allows us to use grammat-
ical techniques for 3D-curve analysis. Thus, using the above-mentioned chain
code it is possible to have a unique 3D-curve descriptor.

Several authors [7, 11, 10, 8, 9] have been used an approach for generating
3D closed curves, this approach is called the random self-avoiding walks. The
method of self-avoiding walks [7] through a 3D lattice is as follows: start at any
node and then take a step in any of the six available directions (the directions
are chosen at random) to one of the neighboring nodes. From there pick
another direction and take a second step, and so on. You may never return to
a node you have already visited. Finally, the walk is required to return to its
starting point [7]. Thus, it is possible to obtain a closed 3D curve. The closed
3D curve is called a self-avoiding polygon, where the length of its perimeter is
equal to the number of edges.

In order to generate families of particular curve for shape classification, we
define the unique curve descriptor. This curve descriptor is based, in part,
on the orthogonal direction change chain code. Thus, any discrete curve is
only represented by a chain. By evaluating all possible combinations of chain
elements of curves and considering some restrictions, we obtain interesting
families of particular curves at different orders (different number of chain ele-
ments), such as: open, closed, planar, angular, binary, mirror-symmetric, and
random curves. The analysis and elimination of particular curves allow us to
classify different families of 3D curves. This paper is organized as follows. In
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Section 2 we describe the 3D-curve descriptor. In Section 3 we present some
families of 3D simple closed curves. Section 4 gives some results. Finally, in
Section 5 we present some conclusions.

2 The 3D-curve descriptor

Any 3D continuous curve can be digitalized and represented as a 3D discrete
curve. Thus, a 3D discrete curve is composed of constant orthogonal straight-
line segments which are represented by chain elements. The chain elements
describe the orthogonal direction changes of the constant straight-line segments
along the 3D discrete curve.

Definition 1. A chain A is an ordered sequence of elements, and is represented
by A = a1a2 . . . an = {ai : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where n indicates the number of chain
elements.

The chain elements for a discrete curve are obtained by calculating the
relative orthogonal direction changes of the contiguous constant straight-line
segments along the curve, i.e. two straight-line segments define a direction
change and two direction changes define a chain element. There are only five
possible chain elements for representing any 3D discrete curve. Thus, each
discrete curve is represented by a chain of elements considered as one base-five
integer number, which is called its curve descriptor. In this manner, we obtain
a unique curve descriptor. Fig. 1(a) illustrates an example of a continuous
curve. In order to improve the 3D representation of curves, they are illustrated
as ropes and also are shown their continuous versions (spline curves). Fig. 1(b)
shows the discrete version of the curve presented in (a). Thus, this discrete
curve is the digitalized version of the curve shown in Fig. 1(a), using only
orthogonal straight-line segments of the same length. In the content of this
work, we do not describe the method of digitalization. Also, the length of each
straight-line segment is considered equal to one.

An element ai of a chain, taken from the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, labels a vertex of
the discrete curve and indicates the orthogonal direction change of the polyg-
onal path in such a vertex. Figure 1(c) summarizes the rules for labeling the
vertices: to a straight-angle vertex, a “0” is attached; to a right-angle vertex
corresponds one of the other labels, depending on the position of such an angle
with respect to the preceding right angle in the polygonal path. Formally, if
the consecutive sides of the reference angle have respective directions b and
c (see Fig. 1(c)), and the side from the vertex to be labeled has direction d
(from here on, by direction, we understand a vector of length 1), then the label
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or chain element is given by the following function,

chain element(b, c,d) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, if d = c;
1, if d = b× c;
2, if d = b;
3, if d = −(b × c);
4, if d = −b;

(1)

where × denotes the vector product in �3.
Thus, the procedure to find the curve descriptor of a discrete curve is as

follows:

(i) Select an arbitrary vertex of the discrete curve as the origin. Also, select
a direction for traveling around the discrete curve. Fig. 1(d) illustrates
the selected origin which is represented by a sphere. Also, the selected
direction is shown and represented by an arrow.

(ii) Compute the chain elements of the discrete curve. Fig. 1(d) shows
the first element of the chain which corresponds to the element “0”.
The second element corresponds to the chain element “2”. Note that
when we are traveling around a discrete curve, in order to obtain its
chain elements and find zero elements, we need to know what nonzero
element was the last one in order to define the next element. In this
manner orientation is not lost. The third element corresponds to the
chain element “1”, and so on. Finally, Fig. 1(d) illustrates all chain
elements of the above-mentioned curve and its chain. It is necessary to
have a unique origin for each curve, i.e. this notation is starting point
normalized and invariant under the inverse of its chain. The inverse of a
chain is another chain formed of the elements of the first chain arranged
in reverse order. In order to make this notation invariant under starting
point and the inverse of its chain, go to next steps.

(iii) Choose the starting point so that the resulting sequence of chain elements
forms an integer of minimum magnitude by rotating the digits until the
number is minimum. In this case, the selected origin corresponded to
the chain elements which formed the integer of minimum magnitude.

(iv) Select the opposite direction and go to steps (ii) and (iii). This is shown
in Fig. 1(e).

(v) Finally, select the minimum integer of the two integers obtained pre-
viously. In this case, the minimum integer corresponds to the chain
illustrated in Fig. 1(d). The chain of the minimum integer is presented
in Fig. 1(f) and this integer is called the curve descriptor. Thus, in this
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stage we have obtained a unique curve descriptor invariant under trans-
lation and rotation. Also, it is starting point normalized and invariant
under the direction of encoding.

The main characteristics of this curve-descriptor notation are as follows:

(i) It is invariant under translation and rotation. This is due to the fact that
only relative orthogonal direction changes are used. Fig. 2(a) shows a
rotation on the axis “X” of the curve presented in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 2(b)
illustrates the discrete curve of the curve presented in (a) and its chain.
Fig. 2(c) shows a rotation on the axis “Y” of the above-mentioned curve.
Fig. 2(d) presents the discrete curve of the curve shown in (c) and its
chain. Finally, Fig. 2(e) illustrates a rotation on the axis “Z” of the
above-mentioned curve and (f) presents its digitalized version and its
chain. Notice that all chains of the discrete curves are equal. So, they
are invariant under rotation.

(ii) This notation is starting point normalized by choosing the starting point
so that the resulting sequence of chain elements forms an integer of min-
imum magnitude by rotation the digits until the number is minimum.
In some cases, two minimal numbers may exist, in these cases additional
criteria must be included.

(iii) In this notation, there are only five possible orthogonal direction changes
for representing any discrete curve, this produces a numerical string of
finite length over a finite alphabet, allows us the usage of grammatical
techniques for curve analysis.

(iv) Using the concept of the inverse of a chain, this notation may be invariant
under the direction of encoding.

(v) Using this notation, it is possible to obtain the mirror image of a discrete
curve with ease. The chain of the mirror image of a discrete curve is an-
other chain (termed the reflected chain) whose elements “1” are replaced
by elements “3” and vice versa. This is valid for the three possible or-
thogonal mirroring planes. Fig. 3 shows the mirror images of the curve
shown in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 3(a) the mirroring plane is aligned with the
standard plane “XY”. In Fig. 3(b) the mirroring plane is aligned with
the plane “XZ” and in (c) with the plane “YZ”, respectively. Note that
the elements “1” and “3” of the mirroring chains were changed.

(vi) Considering the length l of each straight-line segment of any 3D discrete
closed curve equal to one. The perimeter P of any closed curve corre-
sponds to the sum of the lengths of its straight-line segments. In other
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Figure 1: Curve-descriptor computation: (a) An example of a continuous
curve; (b) the digitalized version of the curve shown in (a); (c) the five possi-
ble chain elements; (d) the chain of the above-mentioned curve; (e) the chain
obtained by traveling the discrete curve in the opposite direction; (f) the curve
descriptor of the above-mentioned curve.
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Figure 2: Independence of rotation: (a) a rotation on the axis “X” of the curve
shown in Fig. 1(a); (b) the digitalized representation of the curve shown in
(a) and its chain; (c) a rotation on the axis “Y ” of the above-mentioned curve;
(d) the discrete curve of the curve shown in (c) and its chain; (e) a rotation on
the axis “Z” of the above-mentioned curve; (f) the digitalized version of the
curve illustrated in (e) and its chain.
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Figure 3: Mirror images of curves: (a) the mirroring plane is aligned with the
standard plane “XY ”, (b) with the plane “XZ”, and (c) with the plane “Y Z”,
respectively.
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words, the perimeter of a closed curve is equal to the number of its chain
elements, i.e.

P = nl. (2)

(vii) Corners are very useful features in shape analysis. Corners serve to
simplify the analysis of shapes by drastically reducing the amount of
data to be processed. When the boundary is a simple closed path, the
indications of corner points on the boundary are usually sufficient for
shape recognition. Thus, a corner point occurs when the edge direction
changes. The chain elements “1”, “2”, “3”, and “4” produce corners.
On the other hand, the chain element “0” generates no corner. The
number of corners of a discrete closed curve is other important property
of this notation. In order to compute the number of corners of a given
closed curve, we have only to compute the number of nonzero elements
of its chain. For instance: the closed curve shown in Fig. 1(d) has nine
corners, this is due to the fact that its chain “0214323314” has nine
nonzero elements.

3 3D simple closed curves

In a 3D simple closed curve the point of the beginning of the curve is equal
to the point of the end. Also, a simple closed curve has no inner crossings.
By evaluating all possible combinations of chain elements of curves, selecting
those whose initial and final points are equal, then eliminating those with inner
crossings, one obtains the desired family of closed curves. Also, independences
of starting point and direction of encoding for discrete curves are considered.
Because of the great number of resulting shapes, the figures 4 and 5 show the
results using only orthogonal direction changes at different orders of chains. In
the families of curves presented here, reflected curves are considered because
they have different chains. It is clear that the same closed curve gives rise
to several chains. But, given n, the chain of order n of that curve is unique.
So, the order of a chain is the number of digits that the chain contains. It is
always even, because the curve is closed.

3.1 The closed curves of order 4

These are all curves that can be formed with four straight-line segments of the
same size, when they can be placed only using orthogonal direction changes.
There is only one closed curve of order 4, the square: “4444” (this is the
most primitive or fundamental discrete closed curve). Fig. 4(a) illustrates the
unique closed curve of order 4, its continuous version, and its chain.
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3.2 The closed curves of order 6

Figs. 4(b)-(d) show the family of all closed curves of order 6, their continuous
representations and their chains. In this family, there are only three possible
closed curves.

3.3 The closed curves of order 8

Figs. 4(e)-(r) illustrate the family of all closed curves of order 8, their con-
tinuous versions, and their chains. There are 14 closed curves of the above-
mentioned order. Notice that in this case reflected closed curves begin to
appear. For instance: the curve shown in Fig. 4(o) is the mirror image of the
curve presented in (p), their chain elements “1” are replaced by elements “3”
and vice versa. Another example of this transformation corresponds to the
curves shown in Figs. 4(i) and (k). Also, the curves presented in Figs. 4(g)
and (j) are mirror images.

3.4 The closed curves of order 10

Fig. 5 shows the family of all closed curves of order 10. In this family, there
are 117 closed curves. Imagine a 3D discrete curve composed of 10 constant
straight-line segments using only orthogonal directions.

All closed curves above mentioned are represented by the curve descriptor,
and therefore their representations are invariant under translation and rotation,
starting point normalized, and independent of the direction of encoding.

4 Results

In order to illustrate the capabilities of the method for generating families of
particular discrete closed curves, we present some examples of the generation
of different categories of families.

4.1 Family of all planar closed curves of order 10

An interesting family of curves corresponds to planar closed curves, whose
chains are only composed of elements: “0”, “2” or “4”, they have no elements:
“1” or “3”. Fig. 6 illustrates the family of all planar closed curves of order 10.
This family is a subset of the family of curves shown in Fig.5. In this family
there are only six planar closed curves. In order to improve the presentation
of our results, we show the discrete and continuous versions of curves in all
examples . Thus, Fig. 6(a) shows the discrete version of all planar closed
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Figure 4: Families of all closed curves and their continuous versions of orders
4, 6, and 8: (a) family of all closed curves of order 4; (b)-(d) family of all closed
curves of order 6; (e)-(r) family of all closed curves of order 8.
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Figure 5: Family of all closed curves of order 10.
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Figure 6: Family of all planar closed curves of order 10: (a) the discrete
representation; (b) the continuous representation.

curves of order 10 and (b) illustrates the continuous version of each curve,
respectively.

4.2 Family of all angular closed curves of 10 corners

Corners are very useful features in shape analysis. Corners serve to simplify the
analysis of shapes by drastically reducing the amount of data to be processed.
The chain elements “1”, “2”, “3”, and “4” produce corners. On the other
hand, the chain element “0” generates no corner. In this example of family
of curves, we compute the number of corners for each curve. In this case, we
only present curves of order 10, which have 10 corners each. Fig. 7. shows
the family of all angular closed curves of order 10 which have 10 corners each.
This family is a subset of the family of curves presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 7(a)
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illustrates the discrete representation and (b) the continuous representation
for each curve, respectively.

4.3 Family of all binary closed curves of order 18

An interesting subset of curves corresponds to the binary closed curves. In
order to have binary chains for representing binary 3D curves, we have only
selected two previous defined chain elements of the five above mentioned: the
chain elements “1” and “3”. Thus, we select chains whose elements are only
“1” and “3” of any family of curves. In any binary closed curve, the number
of corners is equal to the number of straight-line segments always. This is due
to the fact that this type of curves have nonzero elements. Fig. 8 presents the
family of all binary closed curves of order 18. In this family, there only are
six binary closed curves. Fig. 8(a) shows the discrete version of the above-
mentioned curves and (b) the continuous version of each curve, respectively.

4.4 Family of all mirror-symmetric closed curves of or-
der 12

Other interesting family of curves corresponds to the mirror-symmetric closed
curves. In the case, we present this type of curves considering the family of all
closed curves of order 12. Fig. 9 illustrates this family of curves. In order to
obtain these results, we translate chains into strings and use parsers for curve
classification. Thus, parsing the language:

{αα′ : α ∈ Σ∗} (3)

detects all mirror-symmetric curves in a given family, where Σ = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}
and α′ is the reflected chain of α. Fig. 9(a) illustrates the discrete version of
the family of all mirror-symmetric closed curves of order 12 and (b) shows the
continuous version of each curve, respectively.

4.5 Random closed curves

Other interesting kind of closed curves corresponds to the random curves.
The method to generate this kind of curves is as follows: given the number of
chain elements n, generate n random integers taken from the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}.
Verify whether this random chain generates a simple closed curve. When a
simple closed curve is generated, we have found a discrete curve composed of
n straight-line segments. Fig. 10 shows six random closed curves composed
of 50 straight-line segments each. Fig. 10(a) illustrates the above-mentioned
discrete curves. Finally, Fig. 10(b) presents the continuous representation of
the above-mentioned curves.
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Figure 7: Family of all angular closed curves of order 10 which have 10 corners
each: (a) the discrete representation; (b) the continuous representation.
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Figure 8: Family of all binary closed curves of order 18: (a) the discrete version;
(b) the continuous version.
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Figure 9: Family of all mirror-symmetric closed curves of order 12: (a) the
discrete representation; (b) the continuous representation.
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Figure 10: Six examples of random closed curves composed of 50 straight-line
segments each: (a) the discrete representation; (b) the continuous representa-
tion of each curve, respectively.
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4.6 Multiple occurrences of any curve within another
curve

An important problem is that of determining is a curve is formed by multiple
occurrences of a given local curve. Equivalently, we must be able to parse the
language:

{αm : α ∈ Σ∗, m ≥ 2}, (4)

where Σ = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. This language is not context-free, but we can write a
Prolog program to have an implementation of such a parser.

Due to the fact that curves are represented by means of the orthogonal
direction change chain code, we can ensure that every different curve has a
unique representation (this is true only if their chains have been starting point
normalized). Moreover, this representation is invariant under translation and
rotation, which means that no matter what is the position and orientation of
a curve, its representation will always be the same.

These properties are also true for subcurves. For example, consider the
curve 41434 (the first stage of the cube-filling Hilbert curve [4]) which is shown
in Fig. 11(a). If this curve is now part of another curve, its representation will
be the same no matter its position and orientation, as can be seen in Fig. 11(b)
(the second stage of the cube-filling Hilbert curve). Fig. 11(b) illustrates the
complete chain of the above-mentioned curve, which is composed of different
chain elements and multiple occurrences of the substring 41434. Bold lines in
Fig. 11(b) show multiple occurrences of the curve presented in (a). Finally,
Fig. 11(c) illustrates the third stage of the cube-filling Hilbert curve and
multiple occurrences of the curve shown in (a).

5 Conclusions

We have presented simple techniques for generating families of particular dis-
crete curves in an easy way. These techniques use the proposed curve descriptor
for representing 3D discrete curves, which is based, in part, on the orthogonal
direction change chain code. The unique curve descriptor is invariant under
translation and rotation, may be starting point normalized, independent of
the direction of encoding, and the mirror image of curves are obtained with
ease. There are only five possible orthogonal direction changes for represent-
ing any 3D curve, which produces a numerical string of finite length over a
finite alphabet, which allowed us to use grammatical techniques for 3D-curve
classification.

By evaluating all possible combinations of chain elements of curves, consid-
ering some restrictions, and using grammatical techniques: we obtained inter-
esting families of particular curves at different orders (different number of chain
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Figure 11: Multiple occurrences of any curve within another curve: (a) the
first stage of the cube-filling Hilbert curve; (b) the second stage of the cube-
filling Hilbert curve which is, in part, composed of multiple occurrences of the
curve shown in (a); (c) the third stage of the cube-filling Hilbert curve.
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elements), such as: open, closed, planar, angular, binary, mirror-symmetric,
and random curves. we presented some examples of curve classifications, such
as: multiple occurrences of any curve within another curve.
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